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Contextualizing Mental Health

Awareness of the need to respond to mental health challenges in the U.S. has grown intensely as the human and financial cost of these challenges mount. As expressed by Sarah Fader, founder of Stigma Fighters, “Whether you’re dealing with anxiety, depression, ADHD, or any other mental illness…You’re working hard to be able to function.”

An estimated 43.6 million adults experience some form of mental illness in a given year, and the total cost of mental illness is over $300 billion per year, including over $100 billion in healthcare expenditures alone. According to Thomas Insel of the National Institute of Mental Health, “The way we pay for mental health today is the most expensive way possible.” Mental health is a common cross-cutting factor in many of the health concerns that affect us at the individual, community, and national level, and mental health challenges are also impacted by community and national conditions. This is a time of opportunity to catalyze dialogue, new strategies, and action to advance mental health and wellbeing and to expand the frame to promote community wellbeing. Mental health needs, approaches, and costs have also come to the forefront in discussions of healthcare’s Triple Aim to lower costs, improve quality, and improve population health.

Almost 18% of adults in the U.S. experience some form of mental, behavioral, or emotional challenge in a given year. Despite the frequency of occurrence, mental health challenges are often invisible in our communities. Perhaps most noticed by the general public are the people struggling with mental illness who are homeless and living on the streets. Approximately 20 – 25% of the homeless population living in shelters in the U.S. suffers from some form of mental illness (compared to 18% of the general population), and mental illness is the third largest cause of homelessness in major U.S. cities. Perhaps the least visible population with mental health challenges is the incarcerated population. The U.S. has the world’s largest prison population per capita, and more than half of all people who are incarcerated have a mental illness. About three-quarters of those who have a mental illness...
while incarcerated also have a co-occurring substance use disorder. Homelessness and incarceration occur, in part, when communities neglect their residents, rather than prioritizing their wellbeing and health by investing in wellbeing as well as in efforts like building safe and affordable housing; improving neighborhood look, feel, and safety; and promoting economic development policies that support health.

Health leaders have increasingly recognized, in the last two decades, that the places we live, work, learn, and play affect our physical health, such as our risk for diabetes or heart disease, or our ability to recover when we become ill. They realize that by improving community conditions—such as access to good food or safe places to play—health status improves. They have been less engaged, however, in applying such community prevention knowledge and strategy to influence mental health outcomes. Yet by improving community conditions, and pairing this with high-quality mental health services, our society also can reduce the likelihood, frequency, and intensity of mental health challenges—and at the same time improve physical health outcomes. This approach saves resources for critical medical and community needs, and advances wellbeing for the broader populace.

Community environments—for example, social, physical, and economic conditions in communities—have tremendous influence on the stressors that people experience in their daily lives, and thus on the development of mental and emotional disorders. Stressors refer to events like losing a job or being ridiculed due to large body size, and result in a range of significant and uncomfortable emotional experiences, which in turn can diminish mental/emotional stability. Further, while certain clinical diagnoses, such as schizophrenia and some types of depression are considered to be predominately biologically derived, community conditions influence people’s ability to cope when these diagnoses emerge, as well as the intensity and/or duration of psychotic episodes.

Consider the impact of experiencing trauma, which we know is widespread and affects development, health, and wellbeing. Many strategies to date have focused on addressing trauma at the individual level—specifically, screening individuals already involved in the health or social service systems for trauma-related experiences, and providing trauma-informed care. Yet trauma can be exacerbated and at times created at the community level—and the ingredients for rebuilding from trauma are often found on the community level. Thus fully addressing trauma requires complementing individual supports with
identifying and modifying the underlying community conditions that create or worsen trauma (such as concentrated poverty, crumbling infrastructure, surroundings that are not or do not feel safe, pressures of gentrification and displacement, and limited educational and economic opportunities).

Trauma is just one example of why a focus on the community environment is critical for ensuring optimal mental health and wellness for everyone in a community. When we consider wellbeing and mental health, we need to understand that “millions of Americans live shorter and sicker lives than people who are just a few miles away,” and a zip code has the ability to predict whether someone is likely to suffer from a preventable illness. The social determinants of health, the conditions in which people are born, grow, live, work, and age, have a major influence on mental and physical health status. Structural drivers, defined as the inequitable distribution of resources, power, and money in society, influence these conditions. This in turn drives higher rates of illness, injury, and mental health challenges for populations that face bias and discrimination, including people of color, those living with low-incomes, immigrants, and the LGBTQ community.

Thus, advancing wellbeing and equity requires a population health approach to mental health that emphasizes action to improve community conditions. By a population health approach, we mean strategies that impact all people in a specific geographic area and/or within a self-identifying group that may not be in the same locale. A mental health-oriented population health approach aims to prevent mental and emotional disorders, support those living with disorders, and complement early intervention and treatment. Since community conditions are heavily influenced by public policies and the actions of large institutions, efforts to transform decisions at the policy and institutional levels are essential for advancing community-wide health.

The precedent for taking a population health approach to mental health is well established. Population health developed from dissatisfaction with some of the limitations of a strong individually oriented methodology. Thirty years ago, pioneering community mental health thinkers championed primary prevention as a critical strategy to promote mental health at the population level. Primary prevention focuses on changing the social and physical environments that contribute to illness, injury, and inequity in the first place. The 1987 monograph, *Concepts of Primary Prevention: A Framework for Program Development*,...
commissioned by the State of California Department of Mental Health, gave a concise summary of the rationale, principles, and evidence-informed strategies to promote mental health and wellbeing through primary prevention. These methods were anchored in an understanding that mental health can and should be promoted across a community at a population level and that prevention strategies should be planned and implemented along with treatment services and early intervention. In many ways, these ideas and strategies were derived from long-standing public health concepts, and they also advanced public health thinking. A core tenet was that bias, discrimination, and exploitation are major stressors that diminish mental health.

Since Concepts of Primary Prevention was published, dynamic advancements in public health approaches to advancing health and health equity have occurred. Today, within healthcare and public health, use of terms like “population health” and “social determinants of health” is widespread, and, more importantly, growing acknowledgment exists that community conditions have powerful impacts on overall health outcomes. Expanding community-based efforts across the U.S. are working to address policies and systems that translate and advance the social determinants of health and health equity locally.

However, despite the promise of the primary prevention approaches outlined in the 1987 monograph, and the efficacy these approaches have shown in areas of physical health, the field of mental health in California and the U.S. continues to reflect a predominant focus on after-the-fact, one-patient-at-a-time treatment. Without a population-based, primary prevention approach to mental health, costs related to mental health challenges will continue to climb in the healthcare, social services, education, and criminal justice sectors; and a significant number of people will experience diminished quality of life. Certainly, not every mental illness or mental health challenge is preventable (due to genetic and biologic factors), but prevention strategies can help mitigate the course of mental illness and reduce the severity and frequency of symptoms.

Now is an ideal time to return to the wisdom of California’s pioneers in mental health prevention—to build on and advance their thinking in the context of today’s population-wide mental health challenges. This paper is meant to catalyze action on promising prevention strategies to support mental health and wellbeing as a key element of population health improvement.
Our specific aims in this paper are to:

- Delineate the four different understandings of the term “mental health” so that clearer and more effective strategies can be developed that address them all.

- Identify the interplay between mental health and substance abuse as co-elements of behavioral health.

- Capture the conceptual foundation of primary prevention related to mental health from historical thinkers for the purpose of informing new advancements.

- Characterize the determinants of health and the Pillars of Mental Wellbeing, which are essential for shaping a population-based approach to mental health.

- Identify community-oriented approaches to promote mental health and wellbeing, including a specific look at the links between mental health issues and healthcare.

- Identify initial implications and next steps broadly, and within healthcare and behavioral health, to apply and advance this thinking.

**Clear Language:**

**Understanding the Term Mental Health**

The World Health Organization (WHO) and the State of California Plan for Physical and Mental Health Equity have defined mental health as “a state of wellbeing in which every individual realizes their own potential, can cope with the normal stresses of life, can work productively and fruitfully, and is able to make a contribution to their community.”20,21 We use the WHO definition throughout this paper, while also recognizing that in practice the term “mental health” reflects different understandings, as we outline below.

Clear definitions of mental health and the populations most affected have not been standardized and people frequently talk past one another because they have in mind somewhat different understandings that carry divergent assumptions and implications. At times, people even vary their own understanding based on the context of the conversation.
We offer four distinct understandings of mental health below:

1. The first understanding of mental health, and a frequent priority of public discussions about mental health expenditures and mental health strategies, relates to psychoses, chronic, and serious mental illnesses. This includes, and is often limited to, individuals with schizophrenia, clinical depression, and bipolar disorder, as well as people who have attempted suicide or have suicidal ideation. Since many people believe these conditions, with some exceptions for suicide, are primarily organic and not preventable, any discussion of prevention related to mental health is usually met with puzzlement or even with animosity, because any efforts beyond treatment and services seem to indicate a misunderstanding of the causes of serious illnesses like schizophrenia and bipolar disorder.

2. A second understanding of mental health relates to a broader set of emotional/mental concerns or disorders. These can be at the level of clinical diagnosis or not (i.e., what the WHO describes as sub-threshold). This second understanding includes people with specific diagnoses, as well as others struggling relatively consistently with a variety of mental health problems/emotional concerns such as anxiety, stress, trauma (including PTSD), personality disorders, and situational depression.

3. A third understanding of mental health refers to the everyday ups and downs experienced by the general public. It acknowledges that people face concerns and stressors, and will sometimes react with difficulty, and refers to the ability to cope and to continue on one’s life path despite adversity. This understanding may also include mental conditions that can arise from life changes, such as divorce, family illness, or a stressful work environment, that lead to anxiety, depression, or sleeplessness. An important sub-element of this third definition is the interaction between emotional wellbeing and medical problems, such as the strong emotions (e.g., fear, anger, sadness) that may emerge when one is diagnosed with cancer, which is discussed later. There is great potential to advance community and social support as mental health strategies for those who are physically ill, and tremendous value in doing so.

4. The fourth understanding of “mental health and wellness” is as a goal for the population as a whole. The terminology, in this case, refers not only to responsiveness to emotional setbacks or disorders, but emphasizes positive attributes, resilience, joy, and self-confidence. This definition largely aligns with the WHO definition.
In general, when we use the term “health,” it has a positive association, while the term “mental health” (understandings 1-3), more frequently connotes a concern or clinical disorder. This use of “mental health” to mean mental illness may have become popular to avoid the stigma associated with the term “mental illness.” Unfortunately, the conflation of “mental health” with “mental illness,” or with broader emotional challenges, has reinforced an emphasis on treatment and taken us away from the WHO perspective that emphasizes wellbeing as a community-wide goal. Thus, when symptoms appear at any level, the default is for a diagnosis to be given, and therapy and/or medicine to be prescribed. Financing and reimbursement mechanisms reinforce this approach. Increasingly, TV ads imply that everything can be resolved with a prescription. Likewise, while the interpretation of “parity” (a requirement that mental health be treated as equal to physical health) is a move forward and in the right direction, it also reinforces one-person-at-a-time treatment, which is necessary but certainly not sufficient. Treatment and therapy are certainly vital, but they are limited by their emphasis on the individual. Perceiving mental health to be the sole province and responsibility of the individual diminishes our recognition of the ways community conditions create and exacerbate many mental health challenges. This perspective treats factors like trauma, stigma, shame, and discrimination as concerns an individual needs to solve on their own—not as factors that are created, shaped, or exacerbated by the environment. Essentially, then, the predominant understanding of “mental health,” and the resulting clinical approach, fails to underscore opportunities for primary prevention and interrupts our ability to achieve population-wide mental health and wellbeing.

Importantly, the community strategies identified in this paper have applicability and relevance for advancing wellbeing for all four understandings of mental health, though the nuances of how they apply vary.

The Particular Interests of Healthcare

Healthcare has a stake and critical role to play in addressing mental health and advancing community prevention strategies that improve wellbeing. The role of mental health in rising healthcare costs and high utilization of healthcare services, as well as the legal imperative of mental health parity laws, compel healthcare to increase its attention to mental health. In many cases, healthcare institutions, especially primary care, are the primary providers of mental health services, whether directly or through contract service providers. Primary care often

---

**Perceiving mental health to be the sole province and responsibility of the individual treats factors like trauma, stigma, shame, and discrimination as concerns an individual needs to solve on their own—not as factors that are created, shaped, or exacerbated by the environment.**
serves as the entry point for physical and mental health services and is the cornerstone in a robust healthcare system. Healthcare, particularly primary care, has an opportunity to engage in and provide leadership to improve mental health outcomes and care quality, and to reduce costs.

There is another compelling, though often unaddressed, reason for healthcare to pay attention to mental health and wellbeing. The ability to stay healthy and to respond with maximum effectiveness and resilience to physical health challenges can depend on one’s mental and/or emotional state during diagnosis, treatment, and recovery. Recuperation from conditions such as cancer, or maintenance of chronic conditions such as diabetes, can significantly vary based on a person’s outlook, social support system, and the community conditions in which that person lives.24,25,26

Nowhere is the relationship between physical and mental health more important than for chronic medically complex patients with high utilization of medical services, which often includes a significant mental and behavioral health component. High utilization is frequently the result of multiple compounding conditions, such as physical illness (e.g., chronic disease such as diabetes and hypertension), serious mental illness (e.g., depression, bipolar disorder, and schizophrenia), and substance abuse. Medical high utilizers are individuals whose healthcare costs are significantly greater than others in the population. Half of all American healthcare expenditures—$1.45 trillion dollars annually—goes toward the treatment of just 5% of the population.27,28

Nationwide, approximately 25% of medical expenditures are spent on the top 1% of users (sometimes referred to as super-utilizers). According to the Health Care Costs and Utilization Project, schizophrenia was the second most common condition for super-utilizers under the age of 64 years who were covered by Medicare or Medicaid.29

Unfortunately, the strong connection between physical health and mental health, while sometimes understood conceptually, has not yet translated into systemic, supportive action from healthcare or mental health organizations. Now is a critical time to advance awareness of the mental-physical health connection, develop strategies that complement treatment approaches, and bring those strategies to scale as policies and practices.

To most effectively improve strategy, we must increase understanding of the primary ways that physical health and mental health are linked. In fact, we suggest that the whole notion of mind/body separation is flawed, as it fails to understand the interrelationship of all elements.
of health. Still, we distinguish between “physical health” and “mental health” in this paper, since these have largely been separated in thinking and in practice. Research on the interplay between physical and mental health has shown:

1. **Mental health conditions, and experiences that harm mental health, can adversely impact physical health.** For example, trauma is a known predictor of multiple medical and psychological conditions, such as development of chronic illnesses and self-medication of emotional distress.\(^{30}\)
   - In patients who are depressed, the risk of having a heart attack is more than twice as high as in the general population; further, depression increases the risk of death in patients with cardiac disease.\(^{31,32}\)
   - The groundbreaking Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs) study showed a 20-year difference in life expectancy between individuals with a high and low number of exposures to childhood adverse experiences and that, significantly, early traumatic emotional experiences play out in a variety of different medical conditions.\(^{33}\)

2. **Physical health can also adversely impact mental health.** The onset of illness, or receiving a diagnosis of a serious health condition, may contribute to deterioration in mental health—even to the point where mental illness becomes diagnosable.\(^{34}\) This may further exacerbate the physical health condition, as a patient may have less self-efficacy in managing their condition, adherence to medication, and recovery.
   - Patients with type II diabetes mellitus are twice as likely to experience depression as the general population.\(^{35}\)
   - Depression is common in adults with cancer, and frequently co-exists with anxiety and pain.\(^{36}\) Treating symptoms of depression in cancer patients may improve survival time.\(^{37}\)
   - Conversely, engaging in effective coping strategies and expressing emotion is associated with decreased stress and fewer cancer-related medical appointments for women cancer patients.\(^{38}\)

3. **Physical health and mental health challenges can co-occur and exacerbate one another.**
   - Many medically complex patients in the healthcare system experience a combination of physical illness (e.g., chronic disease such as diabetes and hypertension) and mental illness (e.g., depression, bipolar disorder, and schizophrenia).\(^{39,40,41}\)
In recognizing the negative relationship that can exist between co-occurrence of physical and mental health issues, we can see the potential for its opposite—a supportive relationship between physical and mental health and wellbeing, and a chance to strengthen the mind-body-spirit connection through comprehensive community prevention.

Thus far, attention to mental health in the context of health system reform has primarily meant expanding access to treatment and related services, and/or care coordination for patients with severe mental illnesses or substance use disorders. Yet just as community benefits and other healthcare community strategies focus on improving community conditions, potential also exists to foster positive community conditions to achieve mental health benefits. For example:

- Social connectivity has been shown to improve outcomes related to physical and mental health conditions, as well as individual and familial financial and emotional stability.42

- Support groups for familial caregivers for debilitating conditions, like Alzheimer’s disease and dementia, have been found to reduce depression for the caregivers.43,44

- Open greenspace has been shown to improve wellbeing and reduce the likelihood of medical concerns.45

As the healthcare system continues to explore community-level population health and the development of value-based payment models, selected healthcare organizations are partnering with community-based organizations, social services, and public health to improve community conditions. For example, healthcare organizations are exploring their roles in community-centered health and as anchor institutions.46,47 Healthcare is recognizing that it is not only important to identify community concerns but to take action as powerful spokespeople and advocates; to collectivize and share individual data to recognize and influence population trends; and to thoughtfully use healthcare institutions’ business influence in terms of employment, procurement/purchasing power, and finance/real estate to advance health. Through community-oriented efforts, like community-centered health and anchor institution concepts, healthcare can invest in strategies that simultaneously advance physical and mental health, such as safe housing, safe street design that supports physical activity, and improved educational and employment opportunities. Doing so will have a dramatic impact on community wellbeing, population health, quality of life, reduced medical costs, and personal suffering. Specific recommendations are found in the conclusion of this paper.
The Complex Interplay of Substance Abuse and Mental Illness

Substance abuse and mental illness are interrelated, and the presence of one can lead to the other. As Dr. George Albee noted, “The stress of marital disruption may lead to depression in one person, to abuse of alcohol in another, to a fatal accident in a third person, or social withdrawal and schizoid behavior in a fourth.” Further, in many instances substance abuse and mental illness or other mental health challenges co-occur within the same individual. Almost eight million U.S. adults experience the co-occurring symptoms of mental illness and substance abuse. Among high utilizers receiving Medicaid, 71% with a substance abuse condition also had one or more mental health conditions. A recent study also found that more than half the prescriptions for opioids are given to people in the U.S. with anxiety and depression, the two most common mental health disorders.

Substance abuse may begin as self-medication to treat mental health challenges, emotional or physical pain, stress, or trauma. Self-medication may stem from experiencing difficulties regulating affect, self-esteem, relationships, and self-care, and/or as an effort to mitigate feeling overwhelmed with painful physical or emotional experiences, or with seeming to not feel emotions at all. Self-medication can and often does result in misuse, addiction, or substance use disorders (SUD). Substance abuse can lead to greater psychological distress, and it can worsen the symptoms of mental illness.

Approximately 21.5 million adults in the U.S. had a SUD in the past year. The recurrent use of alcohol and/or drugs can significantly impact the physical and mental health of the individual, can cause clinical and functional impairment, can become unmanageable, and importantly, weakens an individual’s resilience and capacity for self-care for physical and mental health conditions. Substance abuse includes the misuse of illegal drugs, alcohol, marijuana, and prescribed drugs, such as opioids or stimulants. Alcohol, amphetamines, and cocaine are some of the most commonly abused substances. Tobacco, while somewhat different and not always noted when discussing substance abuse, is another extremely damaging and frequently abused substance. Recent studies show that 44% of all cigarettes are consumed by individuals living with mental illness or substance abuse disorders.
Currently, concern is growing about opioids—capturing attention and headlines across the country. Opioid abuse is often described as one of the “diseases of despair,” an apt description that reveals its critical link with mental health and community conditions. Opioid and prescription pain killer abuse is having extreme and escalating impact on communities; every day 91 Americans die from an opioid overdose. From 2002 to 2015, NIDA documented a 2.8-fold increase in the total number of overdose deaths involving opioid drugs. From 1999 to 2014, sales of prescription opioids nearly quadrupled. In 2012, U.S. physicians wrote 259 million prescriptions for opioid pain killers. People with anxiety and depression are consuming a disproportionate share of prescription painkillers.

Both mental health challenges and substance abuse can be exacerbated by community conditions, such as exposure to chronic stress or trauma. Diseases of despair can result from clinical illnesses and injuries, and also from the collapse of community conditions that protect wellbeing, such as social networks and trust, and access to equitable education and employment opportunities. A range of practices and policies negatively impact many of the community conditions that serve as vital factors to prevent, enable, or mitigate the disabling effects of both substance abuse and mental illness. For example, disinvestment in physical infrastructure, including housing, employment spaces, and schools can lead to chronic stress, physical and mental health ailments, and substance abuse. In addition, negative community factors and policies can undermine the range of interpersonal factors that are protective against substance abuse and are also protective of mental health and wellbeing, such as involvement in school, engagement in healthy recreational and social activity, good coping skills, strong and positive family ties, emotional resilience, and having a sense of control over one’s success/failures.

The availability of and marketing of prescription drugs, alcohol, and now in some cases marijuana, has a major impact on the misuse of substances and the perceptions of both the value of and lack of harm of alcohol and other drugs. Alcohol is marketed in a way that promises users happiness, relaxation, excitement, and sexual prowess, even increased sex appeal—false promises, according to substance abuse researchers. Less directly, the incessant marketing of prescription and over-the-counter drugs advances the notion that pills are the solution to every ailment. While changes to smoking
laws dramatically slashed rates of smoking, tobacco is still the number one cause of preventable death in the U.S., especially in communities that are deliberate targets of heavy marketing of tobacco and alcohol. These are invariably the same communities experiencing chronic stress—communities of color and Native American communities, people living at or below the poverty line, and LGBTQ communities.

Inequities in community conditions and in how substance abuse is addressed and treated have disproportionally impacted historically underserved and oppressed communities. The lack of access to clinical and community-based treatment services has exacerbated inequities in access to care, particularly for rural communities and veterans. Also, the associated stigma and criminalization of mental illness and addiction can further exacerbate both conditions. Discriminatory framing of mental illness and substance abuse has created huge disparities in outcomes. Mental illness and addiction are seen as treatable for members of some communities (and for some drugs); while in other communities individuals are more frequently blamed and incarcerated—this discriminatory framing is based on race far more than anything else. Criminalization also has tragically led to officer-involved shootings of people with mental illness and substance abuse conditions—again, far more often in communities of color. This criminalization is a major reason that some criminal justice facilities are among the largest providers of mental health and substance abuse treatment services.

Solutions for addressing substance abuse must include improving community conditions while also ensuring access to quality and timely individual clinical treatment. For the most part, the same strategies for improving community conditions that support mental health, well-being, and resiliency are critical for reducing the incidence and prevalence of substance abuse and for supporting long-term recovery. Similar to consideration of how resources for mental illness are best implemented, funding that has been earmarked for substance abuse treatment must be complemented by needed investments in community-driven solutions that promote wellbeing and resilience. There is a clear opportunity for these interrelated conditions to be addressed through community-wide, primary prevention strategies.
We can learn from the earlier waves of community mental health work to inform our strategic thinking today. The movement beginning in the mid-1950s to deinstitutionalize a substantial part of mental health services from the often-debilitating environment of large state institutions to community-based settings helped to mobilize a complementary effort around primary prevention. Factors such as housing, social support, and meaningful work were vital for stabilizing people with severe mental illness and for advancing their wellbeing and this realization encouraged and shaped prevention approaches for mental health. In the landmark *Concepts in Primary Prevention*, published in 1987, catalytic thinkers captured these ideas, applied them broadly so they were relevant for all four understandings of mental health, and established the foundation for present-day, mental health–related primary prevention, influencing the broader development and application of effective community-level prevention strategies to physical health and social issues.72

An underlying shared premise of these seminal thinkers is that the overarching environment and the way it impacts an individual were essential to mental wellbeing, that most mental and emotional disorders are not simply the consequence of genetic factors such as those associated with schizophrenia and bipolar disorder.73,74 Further, they emphasized that the environment’s interaction with an individual could have a positive or negative effect. The Institute of Medicine substantiated this thinking in its report *Preventing Mental, Emotional, and Behavioral Disorders Among Young People: Progress and Possibilities* in 2009 acknowledging that “community-level characteristics can increase or decrease the risk for the development of mental, emotional, or behavioral disorders or related problem behaviors such as early substance use or violence”.75 Unfortunately, the foundation for prevention and community approaches to mental health that was described in *Concepts of Primary Prevention* hasn’t been fully realized and the country’s current dialog around mental health needs and costs provides an opportune time to reapply the learnings.
Dr. George Albee postulated that understanding both precipitating and protective factors for mental health can inform primary prevention strategy. He emphasized that negative community conditions drive stress and exploitation and, importantly, that stressors can be generated by political and economic structures in our society, as well as the specific social environments of key community institutions. For example, poverty serves as a powerful risk factor and reducing it would have widespread effects on mental health outcomes. He noted that stressors could be counterbalanced via individual coping skills and self-esteem, and with the community resource of support groups. Beyond individual approaches, he pointed out, “Since stress takes many forms, reducing stress may require change in the physical and social environment involving a complex set of interacting variables.”

Dr. Stephen E. Goldston, the editor of *Concepts in Primary Prevention*, emphasized that the “mental health or ill health of a community is reflected in its institutions,” such as schools, hospitals, and recreation programs, and underscored that the actions of “key community agents such as teachers, police, and clergy, among others, have major impacts on the mental health status of the community.”

Thus, early prevention champions recognized the importance of change in community conditions to advance prevention and overall mental wellbeing. Dr. Emory Cowen described the opportunity to “strengthen the qualities in an environment (e.g., employment, law enforcement, public education, healthcare settings) that encourage positive interaction and interdependence among members of the group.” By focusing on the sectors that impact people’s lives, positively or negatively, the stressors that accelerate mental or emotional disability can be reduced, and overall wellbeing can be advanced. As the Institute of Medicine agreed, this requires a community-wide perspective as the benefits or savings from prevention may occur in a system (e.g., education, criminal justice) other than the sector that invested in prevention intervention (e.g., healthcare). Thus, “preventive efforts may have to take the form of policies and practices to ensure equal opportunity, public education, changes in the ways mass media portrays certain groups, and pervasive value system changes.” As a harbinger of today’s health-and-equity-in-all-policies analysis, Dr. Bernard Bloom proposed advocating for social impact statements on local policies, such as land use laws or corporate decisions that affect employment opportunities and working conditions—all of which shape mental health and wellbeing.
Albee reinforced this perspective that we must work broadly, asserting that “no mass disorder afflicting humankind has ever been brought under control or eliminated by attempts at treating the afflicted individual.”⁸³ This statement—initially made by John Gordon, Albee’s professor at Harvard—was repeated countless times by Albee, and is among the most important in shaping the history of population health and underscores the need to go beyond treating one person at a time—and to implement community solutions—in order to achieve true population health.⁸⁴

As Dr. Albee’s work underscored the complexity of prevention, Dr. Marshall Swift laid the foundation for a comprehensive approach to effectively address this complexity. Dr. Swift identified guiding principles that remain relevant for implementing comprehensive primary prevention approaches to prevent emotional and behavioral difficulties. Dr. Swift says that interventions should be:⁸⁵

- **Upfront**: occur “before the fact,” rather than after problems occur;
- **Population-based**: reach large numbers of people at the same time (rather than one-on-one);
- **Actionable**: simplify what was a complex process in order to guide actions and to be realistic about what is proposed to be accomplished;
- **Multi-sectoral**: community mental health strategies are best achieved through partnerships with the diversity of partners we find throughout a community—social service, housing, transportation store owners, etc.;
- **Constituency-building**: create and support a constituency for prevention; enable each person/organization to become an active part of the prevention process.

Swift presented an early roadmap for realizing his guiding principles for primary prevention in *Prevention Goals and Program Development: A Working Model for Service Deliverers*, which highlighted the need to take action at several “levels” of the community (Figure 1).⁸⁶ The model was derived from early failures and later successes of primary prevention programming emanating from a community mental health center that also delivered traditional mental health treatment. It later informed the development of the *Spectrum of Prevention*.⁸⁷,⁸⁸

Dr. Swift and his colleagues created this framework in response to the concern that no organization or sector had all of the elements needed to promote mental health or prevent mental illness on its own. Yet they...
Mental health pioneers like Drs. Swift and Albee were surely encouraged by the passage of the Community Mental Health Act of 1963, which provided the first federal funding for community mental health centers and thus opened a new platform for advancing population-wide mental health. Although focused primarily on people with significant mental health problems, the creation of community mental health centers shifted the frame to how community factors affect the broader population. When the Substance Abuse Mental Health Services Agency (SAMHSA) was established as a federal agency in 1992, upstream community-wide prevention efforts were nurtured further. SAMHSA, as exemplified by its name, emphasized the interrelationship of mental health and substance abuse, as well as improving access to resources for prevention, early intervention, and treatment.

* Based on the work of Marshall Swift for treating individuals living with developmental disabilities, the Spectrum of Prevention was developed as a systematic tool that promotes a range of activities for effective prevention. The Spectrum was originally created by Larry Cohen, Founder & Executive Director of Prevention Institute, during his time at the Contra Costa County (CA) Prevention Program and became one of the nation’s signature tools for moving beyond brochures that educate individuals to multi-faceted prevention strategy. We have presented Swift’s work here through the visual layout of the Spectrum (further described on page 52). More information about the Spectrum of Prevention is available at: https://www.preventioninstitute.org/tools/spectrum-prevention-0.
SAMHSA supported Community Anti-Drug Coalitions of America (CADCA), an extensive national network of community coalitions committed to making communities safe, healthy, and drug-free by campaigning to prevent misuse of alcohol, tobacco, and other drugs, as well as to prevent violence and mental illness. These were some of the nation’s first extensive efforts in communities to build multi-sector partnerships related to health. CADCA catalyzed collaboration and demonstrated the value of community collaboratives advancing community-wide change, thus transforming community thinking not only about substance abuse but far more broadly, revealing the value of partnerships—a consistent standard of practice in public health since that time. The CADCA model leveraged a public health approach to prevention with outcomes that increased community organizing, collaboration, social justice-orientation, and collective efficacy.90 Another critical SAMHSA initiative focused on mental health in schools, emphasizing the importance of starting early and focusing on an important social environment, two key prevention tenets.

What these advocates for community-wide mental health strategies emphasized—which was reflected in federal policy—is the essential value of community and community partnership, and the role that social and physical supports play in enabling individuals living with mental illness to thrive and flourish in their communities, as well as in furthering wellbeing more broadly for the population at large.

There have been several important prevention-focused reports since, including the critical 2009 Institute of Medicine report, Preventing Mental, Emotional, and Behavioral Disorders Among Young People, a follow-up report to the 1994 report Reducing Risks for Mental Disorders; as well as the World Health Organization’s 2004 report, Prevention of Mental Disorders, and recently published monograph, Social Determinants of Mental Health.91,92,93

These reports echo the conclusions of Concepts of Primary Prevention that mental health challenges are preventable and solutions are rooted in community. All reports confirm the overall importance of community environments and thus have implications for how to best foster community-wide efforts to prevent mental illness and promote mental health and wellbeing across an entire population.
Mental Health and Mental Illness in California

Nowhere was there greater vision and drive toward mental health primary prevention than in the state of California, where social support, concrete life skills, and purpose in life were elevated by innovative mental health practitioners and administrators as bulwarks of well-being, starting in the late 1970s. Two important outcomes emerged from this vision and drive: 1) a movement to deinstitutionalize and to emphasize community-based “social rehabilitation,” and 2) an overarching population health response in the state- and county-level public health and safety net systems. Population health and individual mental illness efforts were often interspersed in the same system—and with some of the same leadership. Resources always skewed massively to the treatment side, with mental health treatment receiving far more funding than community prevention efforts.

Emphasizing a Community-Based Treatment Approach in California

The emphasis on community and social support changed mental health services dramatically, and a movement emerged both to largely deinstitutionalize individuals living with serious and persistent mental illness, and to respond differently to the needs of individuals who experienced temporal episodes of mental illness. In 1979, State Assemblyman Tom Bates and the California Association of Social Rehabilitation Agencies (CASRA) authored “the Bates bill,” which codified and funded these new strategies by establishing the community residential treatment system. Across much of California, especially in the San Francisco Bay Area, a network of psychiatric halfway houses furthered the notion that combining housing supports, life skills, and social support with clinical care could help stabilize people living with mental illness.

This approach often proved far more successful than institutionalization (e.g., state hospitals or long-term care facilities). People living with mental illness moved quickly from clinical treatment facilities to sub-acute housing, then to transitional housing for a period of typically 6–12 or 18 months. People living with mental illness then moved to “satellite housing,” where they lived with others and received some additional social supports. These supports included day treatment programs, which transitioned into life and employment skills development, and ideally, stable employment. These community-based
strategies were highly successful, with stable housing, access to food, social support, and life and work skills reducing hospitalization and improving the quality of life among individuals living with mental illness. They also aligned well with the American value of maximizing freedom of choice; in this case providing far greater flexibility and autonomy for those with mental health challenges.

**Emphasizing a Population-wide Approach in California**

Local and state government mental health agencies also recognized the importance of wellbeing for the entire population, and established population health-level mental health approaches, building on these growing notions of the importance of community and of social support. As part of this, the California Department of Mental Health established an Office of Prevention in the 1980s. Through this office and the Prevention Committee of the Conference of Local Mental Health Directors, most California counties shared lessons and approaches. County-level efforts varied, but their overall impact was significant and led to the development of a statewide awards program to encourage the dissemination of ideas from counties truly engaged in supporting and encouraging community health.

Examples of award-winning approaches included:

- A peer support program for suicide prevention: recently unemployed people were trained to help others at potential risk of suicide, and to provide volunteer staffing in unemployment offices.

- An anti-stigma campaign: the campaign particularly focused on reducing bullying related to body shape and sexual orientation.

- A violence prevention coalition: the coalition was one of the first entities to recognize that violence was a public health issue that could be dealt with by diverse organizations working together for broad, scaled solutions.

The California State Office of Prevention publicized and advanced a number of these approaches, as well as publishing some of the seminal thinking on primary prevention. The State Office of Prevention also developed the widely heralded “Friends Can Be Good Medicine” campaign, which emphasized the importance of social support as a key tenet of mental health response, as opposed to the medicalization of mental illness.⁹⁸
There was worldwide publicity when California policymakers created the Task Force to Promote Self-Esteem and Personal and Social Responsibility; indeed, cartoonist Garry Trudeau created a series of Doonesbury cartoon strips about it (Figure 2). The author of the bill to create the Task Force, Assemblyman John Vasconcellos, said its goal was to better understand how self-esteem is “nurtured, harmed, [and] rehabilitated.” From 1987 to 1990, the Task Force examined the role of self-esteem in a variety of areas, from crime and violence to academic failure and responsible citizenship. The Task Force identified four predominant components of self-esteem: a sense of belonging, likeability, a feeling of significance, and acknowledgement of hard work. The Task Force, though it had its skeptics, brought worldwide attention to the importance of mental wellbeing as a component of people’s health and the role of government in spurring community-wide action.

The Shift Away from Community and Prevention

The limited prevention-focused efforts to advance mental wellbeing in California diminished rapidly. They were often seen by skeptical politicians as frivolous—and it’s difficult to measure, validate, or show immediate cost savings from prevention and there weren’t the resources or political will to wait the necessary time to see the long-term results. There wasn’t a single, clear constituency to advocate for prevention-focused policies because they were broad in their efforts and diverse in their targets. The majority of mental health advocates were focused on advocating for treatment and community support services and in many cases thought allocating resources for population-wide efforts would dimish their own efforts. The advocacy community had also splintered...
over the earlier fights to largely eliminate state hospitals, with divergent opinions from parents who were invested in maintaining hospital institutionalization as a safety and protection for their children and the mental health consumers themselves, who strongly felt that freedom and opportunities were essential. And now, though diverse advocates might have joined in common cause, their history of conflict mitigated any joint efforts.

Ultimately, the mental health treatment system in California—and across other parts of the nation—also shifted away from one that focused on community-based solutions that advanced quality of life and wellbeing. The result was the gradual elimination of many of these alternative forms of community treatment. Having eliminated most of the large hospitals focused on treating mental illness, (due to the success of community treatment models), policymakers seized on the rhetoric of greater freedom of choice for those with mental health conditions and this included questioning the extent to which intensive community services, including housing, were needed. In a time of state recession it was largely an opportunity to save money in the state budget, and the primary consideration was not what worked but instead on reducing treatment and service costs. As is often the case, prevention strategies received the first budget cuts.

The success of the community residential treatment system had led policymakers to argue that institutions were generally no longer necessary. However, the disinvestment in community-driven prevention strategies resulted in a different type of institutionalization—through the criminal justice system, in homelessness and housing insecurity, and for socially isolated individuals living with mental illness. While some people predicted this would inevitably occur, their voices were drowned by those wanting immediate budgetary savings. This disinvestment had implications for prevention too, because it shifted attention away from the demonstrated importance of communities in shaping mental wellbeing.

In the end, retention of California’s innovative efforts in mental health primary prevention and community-driven mental health treatment strategies were very limited. Still, the approaches were forward thinking, had critical value, and provide inspiration. These strategies show promise for addressing broader, population-wide mental health and wellbeing. They represent the roots of emerging opportunities to advance mental health, and they are where we must return to achieve true population-level health outcomes.
An Emerging Strategy to Achieve Mental Health and Wellbeing

To reduce mental/emotional concerns and achieve wellbeing, a coherent strategy must be launched. The evolving vision of this paper builds upon the history of primary prevention and advances it with practical current experiences and findings. According to the Institute of Medicine, theory, research, and practice support an approach to prevention that aims to not only prevent mental illness and mental health challenges, but also to promote positive mental, emotional, and behavioral health. Both prevention and treatment are indispensable and complementary components of an inclusive approach.\textsuperscript{102} Focusing on effective community prevention strategy must:

1. **Be population based.** Mental health cannot be addressed one person at a time, nor accomplished by individual treatment alone.

2. **Focus on the social, physical, and economic environment** that influence people’s emotional state (as well as their physical wellbeing).

3. **Promote equity.** Oppression and discrimination on the basis of race, class, education, gender, sexual orientation, immigration status, religion, and other perceived characteristics have powerful negative effects on mental health. Acknowledging and embracing the diversity of communities can have powerful positive impact.

4. **Deliberately align multifaceted strategies** that reduce stressors and enhance resilience and coping skills. Successful efforts require action at the multiple levels needed to build stronger communities.

The same things that are critical in communities to promote population-based mental wellbeing are valuable to help people with mental health challenges maintain their capacity and quality of life and restore their wellbeing. Thus, a community mental health strategic approach is relevant to everyone, both as prevention strategy for the broad population and for those who are experiencing mental health challenges. This approach is not intended to promote an alternative to treatment or individual services; rather, it is a vital and necessary complement.
The emerging vision for advancing mental health and wellbeing described below is based on two practical concepts: Community Determinants of Health and The Pillars of Wellbeing, both of which add a contemporary context to the foundational work of Albee, Swift, Bloom, and Goldston and serve as tools for designing community action aligned with the prevention approaches delineated in the Institute of Medicine and World Health Organization reports. Community determinants are the key community factors that shape our health. The Pillars of Wellbeing are the core stabilizing characteristics needed for people and for communities to flourish emotionally. The two concepts interdependently provide the direction for effective community mental health strategy.

**Community Determinants of Health**

The community determinants of health are the most prominent factors in communities that influence health, safety, and equity outcomes, including mental health. Prevention Institute identified key determinants to determine which community conditions were most strongly tied to the medical conditions with the greatest disparities. They were clustered into factors in Prevention Institute’s THRIVE (Tool for Health and Resilience in Vulnerable Environments) framework*, which groups 12 community determinants of health and safety into three interrelated clusters: 1) the social-cultural environment (people), 2) the physical/built environment (place), and 3) the economic/educational environment (equitable opportunity) (Figure 3). THRIVE provides a systematic method for communities to advance population health and develop upstream strategies that prevent medical conditions from emerging as frequently and severely as they otherwise would.

While community determinants are relevant to all people and places, we developed our framework in response to health inequity, and the disproportionate negative influence of some determinants within communities that are underserved or historically oppressed, such as communities of color and Native American communities, people living at or below the poverty line, immigrants, and LGBTQ communities or populations. These determinants help reveal how structural drivers like racism and poverty play out at the community level, shaping living conditions and experiences, and they reveal what is needed to address and redress such conditions.

*THRIVE was first developed for the Federal Office of Minority Health and The California Endowment and was based in part on tracking Healthy People Leading Health Indicators, including mental health, to the community environment. Just over a decade ago, PI published the report, A Time of Opportunity, which described the THRIVE factors, for the National Academy of Medicine (formerly The Institute of Medicine). Prevention Institute applied this framework in 2017 to violence against women, and to medical high utilizers for Blue Shield of California Foundation, identifying the most prominent community determinants to prevent each concern.
Assessing and addressing community determinants of health can help reduce mental health stressors and enhance resilience factors across a community. Looking at the community environment with a mental health and wellbeing lens can help to identify conditions that impact mental health outcomes. For example, the “look, feel and safety” of a place is critical. Surroundings that are appealing and well-maintained and perceived to be safe and inviting for all community residents foster mental wellbeing, whereas disinvestment by public and private investors in schools and community infrastructure—whether in rural, urban, or suburban areas—contributes to feelings of hopelessness and low self-esteem.¹⁰⁴

Another community determinant is “getting around,” or the availability of safe, reliable, accessible, and affordable means of transportation. Engaging in walking and biking can help improve mood and reduce anxiety and depression; at the same time, the realities and perceptions of geographic isolation or lack of safety do the opposite. For example, in many rural and some suburban communities, sidewalks are lacking or nonexistent. Lack of public or private transportation also reduces access to jobs and opportunities.
The determinant of “living wages and local wealth” is essential, as people who have access to a job that provides for their family have fewer mental health-related stressors associated with unemployment and underemployment.105,106

Among the community determinants, we have highlighted seven that have a particularly strong impact on mental wellbeing (Figure 4). This selection reflects consideration of the challenges of medically complex high utilizers in health/behavioral healthcare systems. This selection was informed by work with communities nationwide, including several sites that are part of the Making Connections for Mental Health and Wellbeing Among Men and Boys initiative, which is focused on changing conditions that exacerbate trauma and reduce wellbeing. The Making Connections initiative’s 16 sites used the THRIVE framework to conduct community assessments, prioritizing the community determinants highlighted above. They identified that it was rarely one factor alone that was critical—instead it was the interplay of several factors that lead to negative outcomes. For example, strengthening the ‘People’ cluster (social connections and trust, willingness to act for the common good, and norms and culture) emerged as an important starting point in catalyzing change in other clusters.

Though we are highlighting these seven, in general the set of community determinants that most impact mental wellbeing depends on the population and environment in each specific community; every community determinant may be critical for some people and in some communities. Further, rarely do one or two specific determinants have impact alone; rather, it is the interplay of several that shapes mental health status. The seven community factors highlighted here, which impact mental health and wellbeing, also align well with strategies to address trauma in particular. For example, shifting norms to support safe and healthy behaviors can counter the manifestations of community trauma in the social-cultural environment. Reclaiming public spaces that reflect community culture counters trauma within the physical/built environment.107 Ensuring multi-sectoral strategies that increase access to higher education, job training and placement opportunities, and employment opportunities that provide a living wage, helps support healing from trauma.
Making Connections

Making Connections for Mental Health and Wellbeing Among Men and Boys was initiated and funded by the Movember Foundation, a global philanthropy established to “stop men from dying too young” from preventable health issues, in part related to limited norms for men and boys. Making Connections is a national (U.S.) initiative, working to leverage positive masculinity in building resilient and supportive communities.

The work of the initiative has an initial focus on high-need communities, including men and boys of color, military service members, and veterans. Sixteen coalitions in rural, urban, and suburban locations across the U.S. are developing strategies to improve conditions that can affect the mental wellbeing of men, boys, and their families.

Making Connections is grounded in the findings from a landscape analysis, Making Connections for Mental Health and Wellbeing Among Men and Boys in the U.S. This analysis underscores the value of applying a gendered lens in improving mental wellbeing. Male socialization and limited definitions of masculinity put men and boys at risk for being mentally unhealthy and for not seeking care or treatment when it could be helpful. For example, the socialization of men and boys is often at odds with advancing their mental health and wellbeing:

- Disconnection and isolation—from community, peers, family, children, and culture—are major factors that undermine men’s mental health
- Traditional mental health supports aren’t well suited to men
- Men frequently haven’t developed coping strategies to deal with trauma and loss
- Gender norms and expectations of men being primary wage earners exerts significant pressure on men and also contributes to workforce inequities

There is emerging understanding of the need to focus specifically on men and boys’ mental health. Making Connections utilizes a gendered approach to mental health to address the unique norms and experiences of men and boys in coping, help seeking behaviors, social pressures, and social connection. Since men are less likely to seek help and are less comfortable with traditional approaches when they do, (e.g., talking about it), it is critical to understand that men need approaches that work for them. It’s important to have mental health supports in places where men already are, such as coffee shops, cafes, bars, barbershops, gym clubs, and workplaces, along with peer supports and mechanisms for taking action to help others. Making Connections sites are also developing strategies to improve community conditions that affect the wellbeing of men, boys, and their families, including economic and educational opportunities, and improvements in the physical environment.
Community Determinants Most Correlated with Mental Health and Wellbeing

People Factors

**Social Networks & Trust:** This refers to trusting relationships among community members built upon a shared history, regular positive interactions, and obligations to one another. Strong social networks and connections correspond with significant increases in mental and physical health, academic achievement, and local economic development, as well as lower rates of homicide, suicide, and alcohol and drug abuse.\(^{109,110,111,112,113,114,115}\)

Sample strategies:

- Fostering quality social relationships that are characterized by trust, communication, and absence of violence or trauma.\(^{116}\) These relationships can occur with extended family and friends; and/or be built through supportive settings such as schools, workplaces, or places of worship and peer-to-peer support groups.

- Establishing volunteer or low-cost ride services in rural areas or areas lacking safety to support people needing such assistance to reach community events and services that increase their social interaction.

- Connecting animals and humans. Policies that enable and encourage this connection with emotional support animals have been shown to be effective in many settings, including nursing homes, healthcare settings, and prisons, and for survivors of trauma, such as veterans and victims of violence.\(^{117,118,119,120,121}\)

- Encouraging efforts for healing for communities that have experienced collective trauma. Healing may take different forms, including community dialogue, healing circles and vigils, or instituting restorative justice practices.\(^{122}\)

**Participation & Willingness to Act for the Common Good:** This refers to collective capacity, desire, and ability to participate and work to improve the community. Collective self-efficacy can help improve mental health.\(^{123}\)

Sample strategies:

- Establish infrastructure to drive meaningful leadership and participation by local/indigenous leaders and community members in mental health community planning efforts.\(^{124}\)
• Organizing community members to vote and to advocate for community improvements.\textsuperscript{125}

• Collective action in response to current and ongoing community challenges, including the wave of farm foreclosures—which have been a contributor to the unusually high rates of suicide among farmers—such as the National Family Farm Coalition’s promotion of socially just farm and food policies.\textsuperscript{126,127}

**Norms & Culture:** Norms are broadly accepted behaviors that can promote (or negatively impact) health, wellness, and safety among all community residents. They include values and practices that are linked to core personal and/or group belief systems. Negative norms that stigmatize acknowledgment of emotional and mental health challenges can lead to personal shame and diminish help-seeking behaviors. Positive social norms that foster inclusion and respect for all persons can enhance individual self-esteem and wellbeing.\textsuperscript{128}

Sample Strategies:

• Implementing interventions to reduce mental health stigma and related discrimination.\textsuperscript{129}

• Encouraging inclusion and fostering connections to the strengths of cultural identity, especially in pushing back against oppression.\textsuperscript{130} Celebrating heritage and culture nurtures a sense of belonging, place, and purpose, and can build resiliency as well as enhance ability to cope with and recover from trauma and chronic stress.

• Fostering a norm of inclusion and respect for all people, including people who are different.

• Advancing policies that redress discriminatory regulations.\textsuperscript{131}

• Intentionally shifting the community narrative to amplify community assets and to explore and expand the narrative to one that is less community blaming; for example, asking “What happened here?” instead of “What’s wrong here?”\textsuperscript{132}

**Place Factors**

**Look, Feel & Safety:** This factor refers to how well surroundings are maintained, and the extent to which they are perceived to be safe, appealing, and culturally inviting for residents. Blighted and decaying neighborhoods or limited investment in infrastructure, such as water, roads, or emergency services, can be perceived by residents as a lack of government concern or
commitment to a community, leading to the internalization of the experience into residents’ mental health and wellbeing. Conversely, resourced communities that may include sidewalks, trees, local art, and that project a feeling of safety and cohesiveness can have a positive impact on mental health and wellbeing and foster a sense of pride in the neighborhood.

Sample Strategies:

• Improving/creating community gathering and activity spaces, such as gardens, parks, fields, playgrounds, picnic areas, public pools, and event spaces for regular community member interaction. Having spaces to gather for collective play and recreation strengthens social cohesion among neighbors and residents, and reduces stress.

• Shared use policies and practices, ensuring community attributes (e.g., park space, meeting space, and swimming pools) can be used more broadly (e.g., making school fields available on evenings and weekends, utilizing places of worship to hold community activities).

• Improving areas that represent risk and danger to the community by creating safe streets, parks, transportation.

• Ensuring improvements benefit residents and don’t lead to displacement and gentrification.

**Housing:** High-quality, safe, and affordable housing should be accessible for residents with mixed income levels. An improvement in housing conditions and/or relocation to stable, supportive housing has been linked to reductions in reported symptoms of depression.

Sample Strategies:

• Establishing programs to support low-income home owners, including farmers and ranchers and those in low-service urban areas, in implementing maintenance and repairs to keep their homes habitable and safe.

• Advocating for the development and enforcement of policies to protect tenants from unlawful eviction and unreasonable rent increases.

• Promoting community participation in the design of housing in ways that reduce social isolation.

• Engaging community residents in planning community improvements and incorporating policy protections to ensure that investments in housing, transportation, and the economy of an area do not result in displacement of those who live there, and will in fact benefit longtime residents.
Arts & Cultural Expression: Abundant opportunities should exist within a community for cultural and artistic expression and participation, and for positive cultural values to be shared among the community through multiple mediums. Arts and culture should positively reflect and value the backgrounds of community residents. Music, dance, and all forms of artwork foster mental wellbeing through creative expression, and through opportunities for emotional expression and healing—especially for those who may struggle to otherwise communicate or process hardship. Accessibility to the arts and other forms of cultural expression that promote the histories and aspirations of all community members can contribute to a feeling of community connectedness, solidarity, and wellbeing by creating meaning in residents’ lives.

Sample Strategies:

• Establishing space, resources, and freedom to express oneself or one’s community through art.

• Promoting the recognition that arts funding provides broad value to individuals, residents, and businesses, and identifying the policy levers that can maintain and expand support for local arts.

• Supporting community-focused art and cultural expression in a variety of forms, such as theater, gardens, murals, mosaics, and musical and dance performances.

• Promoting reconnection to cultural identity through appreciation and revival of traditional/indigenous arts and crafts that support pride in one’s heritage and traditional healing and wellness.

Equitable Opportunity Factors

Living wages & local assets/wealth: This factor refers to local ownership of assets; accessible local employment that pays living wages and salaries; enhanced understanding of what skills and resources are needed to generate wealth; and access to investment opportunities. Unemployment and underemployment are major contributors to anxiety and depression.

Sample Strategies:

• Promoting economic development and investments that expand the number of living wage jobs for those who are unemployed or underemployed, including entrepreneurial, employment, and training programs for youth and adults. Opportunities for individuals living with mental health challenges that provide work and build
marketable skills should be included to assist people in attaining and maintaining economic self-sufficiency, while simultaneously building self-esteem and self-confidence.148

- Building on assets in rural communities, such as faith-based organizations or volunteer clubs, to remove roadblocks and provide resources for economic development that “feed the entrepreneurial spirit” and “reinvigorate the agricultural sector.”149
- Establishing policies and programs to support individuals transitioning from prison/jail to the community to receive training, job placement, and ongoing support for accessing and keeping living-wage jobs.
- Eliminating interview questions and policies that prohibit those with mental health treatment or incarceration history from job consideration.150

**Pillars of Wellbeing**

The Making Connections’ community sites consistently raise a set of value-based characteristics—features that need to be taken into consideration along with community determinants—necessary for both individuals and communities to withstand stressors and build resilience. Making Connections has identified and characterized these essential elements and they have been clustered into six provisional **Pillars of Wellbeing**.

**Pillars of Wellbeing** are the core stabilizing elements needed for people and for communities to flourish emotionally. Understanding these Pillars enables actions that strengthen community determinants to be more specific, precise, and have longer-term impact. For example, lack of housing significantly contributes to mental and physical illness. But more specifically, the **Pillars of Wellbeing** make it clear that housing must be safe and stable in order to avert distress, and housing practices that reinforce belonging, connection, and trust have increased capability to advance mental wellbeing.

Many of these **Pillars**—also called values, concepts, or principles—have been also identified and emphasized as essential throughout significant human rights and social justice efforts. For example, a focus on Control of Destiny and Dignity is currently expressed in voters’ rights movements and in the Black Lives Matter movement, while a focus

---

*Making Connections communities are part of a community of practice facilitated by Prevention Institute. The University of South Florida, as part of an initiative-wide evaluation, is leading the Making Connections sites in concept mapping and more precise descriptions of the Pillars will emerge through this process.*
The Emerging Pillars of Wellbeing

**BELONGING/CONNECTEDNESS** – feeling part of a community; a sense of acceptance; belief that you are accepted as you are; having a place or group that is restorative or acts as a refuge

**CONTROL OF DESTINY** – sense of purpose; the ability to influence the events that shape life’s circumstances; ability to make and take action; agency

**DIGNITY** – sense of one’s own value; quality of being worthy of honor and respect; living in a climate of mutual respect and regard for all

**HOPE/ASPIRATION** – a reassuring belief that something better is possible and achievable; optimism that allows forward movement

**SAFETY** – experience of security: interpersonally, emotionally, and with one’s surroundings; possession of a sense of stability

**TRUST** – belief in the reliability, truth, ability, or strength of self and others; ability to count on the circumstances surrounding you

on Safety and Belonging/Connectedness are central in farmworkers’ movements. In the healthcare realm, the 100 Million Healthier Lives initiative (MHL), a collaboration of change agents working across organizations and communities to advance health, wellbeing, and equity globally, added wellbeing as a critical dimension in 2016. The MHL initiative has developed wellbeing measures, including instruments that measure wellbeing adjusted life years (WALYs) to support organizations and communities in assessing progress over time.\(^\text{151}\)

The Pillars of Wellbeing have their contrary counterparts; these include shame, stigma, fear, isolation and rejection, hopelessness, and powerlessness. These can wear on mental health and potentially contribute to/exacerbate mental health problems. Further damage can be done when these detrimental elements are reflected in community determinants. For example, employment circumstances without dignity undermine mental health and wellbeing. This is the case when there are exploitive employment and scheduling practices that include short notice, fluctuating hours, and underemployment—all of which counteract many of the mental health-promoting aspects of work. Specific examples of circumstances that undermine mental health include:

- Individuals and communities facing fear due to immigration status, gender identity, sexual orientation, religion, or ethnic identity.
- Individuals shamed for who they choose to love or support; for their personal choices such as reproductive health; and for their socio-economic status, physical ability, or perceived mental illness or mental health problems.
- Individuals who feel hopelessness or a lack of control in not being able to find well-paying stable employment, or who are employed but do not have control of work-related outcomes (e.g., bus drivers not keeping schedules because there is traffic).
- Individuals with chronic exposure to community violence and trauma.

Just as improved community conditions can both prevent illness in the first place and help those who are already living with illness recover or maintain their status, the Pillars—when intentionally embedded in community determinants—support an optimal quality of life for community residents as a whole, as well as specifically for those living with mental health challenges. In this way, the Pillars are qualities that help to convert detrimental community determinants into factors that protect health.
The positive and protective language of the Pillars became concretized through conversations in communities that were reflecting on community determinants, and identifying a set of solutions that could best advance wellbeing. The value of the term “Pillars,” which implies strength and support, was reaffirmed by communities—who described their conversations and exploration as work that strengthened their sense of community capacity and wellbeing.

A key characteristic of the Pillars of Wellbeing, in terms of how they play out and influence behavior and experience, is that they interact with one another in a way that compounds their strength and influence on wellbeing. Importantly, they are experienced both personally and in the broader community environment. Pillars can activate resilience and contribute to healing for traumatized individuals and communities. In doing so, the Pillars facilitate an ability to navigate adversity.

Comparing Frameworks for Wellbeing

Similar concepts to the Pillars are emerging in work formed around the intersection of faith and health. Gary Gunderson, Vice President for Faith and Health at Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, outlined the Leading Causes of Life that underscore the intangible qualities of community that contribute to health, healing, and wellbeing. He describes these as operating at both individual and collective levels. By naming and using the Leading Causes of Life to focus on solutions to chronic, real-life conditions, Dr. Gunderson urges the strengthening of assets that exist within complex, challenging environments.

In another example, the Full Frame Initiative’s (FFI) Five Domains of Wellbeing framework identifies a set of experiences and assets that everyone requires, in combination and balance, for health and hope; FFI asserts that poverty, violence, trauma, and oppression are deepened when systems, communities, and services pit “domains” against each other (e.g., safety at the expense of a person’s sense of belonging and connection). FFI works throughout the U.S. to help organizations, systems, and communities fundamentally shift their focus from fixing problems to fostering wellbeing, especially for people, families, and communities who are deeply marginalized. We present a comparison of these frameworks in Figure 5.
**Figure 5: Comparing Frameworks for Wellbeing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pillars of Wellbeing</th>
<th>Five Domains of Wellbeing</th>
<th>Leading Causes of Life</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BELONGING/CONNECTEDNESS</strong> – feeling part of a community; a sense of acceptance; belief that you are accepted as you are; having a place or group that is restorative or acts as a refuge</td>
<td><strong>SOCIAL CONNECTEDNESS</strong> – The degree to which a person has and perceives a sufficient number and diversity of relationships; creating a sense of belonging and value</td>
<td><strong>CONNECTION</strong> – The way humans are linked to each other through complex relationship webs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CONTROL OF DESTINY</strong> – sense of purpose; the ability to influence the events that shape life’s circumstances; ability to make and take action; agency</td>
<td><strong>MASTERY</strong> – The degree to which a person feels in control of their fate and the decisions made, and where there is some correlation between efforts and outcomes</td>
<td><strong>AGENCY</strong> – Sense of “moving” and doing and our capacity to choose life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HOPE/ASPIRATION</strong> – a reassuring belief that something better is possible and achievable; optimism that allows forward movement</td>
<td><em>HOPE is not one of the Five Domains of Wellbeing, but is implicit</em></td>
<td><strong>HOPE</strong> – Expectation and anticipation of the future, which can be risky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SAFETY</strong> – experience of security: interpersonally, emotionally, and with one’s surroundings; possession of a sense of stability</td>
<td><strong>SAFETY</strong> – The degree to which a person can be their authentic self and not be at heightened risk of physical or emotional harm</td>
<td><strong>COHERENCE</strong> – Deep gut feeling that life “makes sense”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TRUST</strong> – belief in the reliability, truth, ability, or strength of self and others; ability to count on the circumstances surrounding you</td>
<td><em>TRUST is not a separate domain, but shows up in several domains</em></td>
<td><strong>GENERATIVITY</strong> – Knowing our relationship to those who come before and after us</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DIGNITY</strong> – sense of one’s own value; quality of being worthy of honor and respect; living in a climate of mutual respect and regard for all</td>
<td><em>DIGNITY is not a separate domain, but shows up in several domains</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MEANINGFUL ACCESS TO RELEVANT RESOURCES</strong> – The degree to which a person can meet needs important for their situation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STABILITY</strong> – The degree to which a person can expect their situation and status to be fundamentally stable</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Applying a Gendered Lens to Mental Health

Understanding gender norms within communities is a key element of addressing mental health and wellbeing. Gender norms influence how we perceive ourselves and others and are defined as “the rules, beliefs, and expectations for how we look, dress, and most importantly, act and feel, based on our actual or perceived gender.”

Gender norms influence socialization around coping, social connection, and help-seeking behavior, all of which have cumulative impact on emotional and behavioral response to community environments. Gender can also bias the diagnosis and treatment of mental illness and other mental health challenges.

Men and women are both set back by rigid and limited dominant norms regarding gender; and these rigid dominant norms often have even greater impact on the mental wellbeing of people whose gender does not align with the man/woman gender distinction and roles. Constrained gender roles stigmatize those who are perceived as not conforming to gender norms and frequently limit people’s sense of dignity and control over their destiny. Rather than feeling validated by social norms to act according to their intuition, emotions, and identities—from choices of relationship to occupation—people’s opportunities, experiences, and choices are prescribed by dominant cultural norms around gender (interacting with race and sexual orientation).

Social norms around gender also create disparate access to power and in part shape the unequal control that men and women have over socioeconomic factors that powerfully impact their mental health.

There are well documented gender differences in the diagnosis of a variety of mental illnesses and emotional conditions. For example, overall, women are more likely than men to develop major depression and anxiety disorders, whereas men are more likely to develop behavioral disorders like ADHD, learning disorders, and substance abuse. Further, women are more likely to seek help from and reveal mental health challenges to their primary care provider, while men are more likely to pursue specialty mental health care services and are the primary consumers of inpatient care.

The strong impact of gender bias is perhaps most evident in its intensive impact on people who are lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer, who are frequently treated with contempt and exclusion. Negative stigmas manifest as discrimination in schools and workplaces, bullying, violence, increased physical and sexual abuse, and
incarceration, which take a toll on physical and emotional health. LGBTQ people are almost three times more likely to have a mental health disorder than heterosexual people, including depression and anxiety, and alcohol abuse affects 25% of LGBTQ people, compared to 5–10% of the general population. LGBTQ youth are also four times more likely to attempt suicide.\textsuperscript{160,161}

Yet within each of these norms there are numerous positive attributes, which can be built upon and employed to further health and wellbeing. Prevention requires both shifting community conditions to support broader, healthier, and more inclusive perspectives on gender and ensuring gender-responsive support systems.

In understanding the Pillars, it is important to take into account that mental health can be compromised and/or supported by how gender is perceived and socialized. As noted in the World Health Organization monograph Evidence for Gender Responsive Actions to Promote Mental Health, “Effective strategies for [reducing mental health risks] cannot be gender neutral while the risks themselves are gender specific.”\textsuperscript{162} In particular, those who have intentionally studied gendered approaches to mental wellbeing suggest the following:\textsuperscript{163,164,165}

- Stimulate community action to address gender bias (and the structures that maintain these norms) and nurture acceptance of gender fluidity.
- Take into consideration differential gender patterns in anxiety, depression, suicide, and substance misuse when building community solutions.
- Support access to a range of peer supports that reflect diverse populations—for men, women, and across the full spectrum of gender identity; acknowledge the importance of access to peer supports that reflect various identities.
Community Profiles
Mental Health and Wellbeing in Action

This section comprises profiles of community efforts focused on a variety of factors, Pillars, and understandings of mental health. Each profile illustrates how community-based strategies are operationalized to make a difference in mental wellbeing among various populations (Figure 6). These examples emerged from multiple sectors, including healthcare and public health, housing, faith-based organizations, non-profit organizations, and grassroots organizations—a tribute to the multiplicity of partners that together can build a web of community wellbeing. They reflect the current state of the field—emphasizing social support and taking first steps to expand from individual needs to community determinants and from treatment and early intervention to primary prevention.

Figure 6 also delineates the primary population that each case study serves. This is derived from the four understandings of mental health described on page 6. The corresponding focus areas are:

- **Focus 1**: Serious mental illness, including schizophrenia, clinical depression, bipolar disorder, suicide ideation
- **Focus 2**: Broad emotional/mental concerns or disorders, including PTSD, anxiety, stress, trauma, personality disorders, and situational depression
- **Focus 3**: Daily concerns and stressors, interaction between emotional wellbeing and medical problems
- **Focus 4**: Goal for population health emphasizing positive attributes, resilience, joy, and self
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Study</th>
<th>Focus</th>
<th>THRIVE Factors</th>
<th>Pillars of Wellbeing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BRIDGE Housing</td>
<td>Focus 4</td>
<td>Social Networks &amp; Trust; Look, Feel &amp; Safety; Housing</td>
<td>Safety; Trust; Belonging/Connectedness; Control of Destiny; Dignity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAN FRANCISCO, CA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Source Wellness</td>
<td>Focus 2</td>
<td>Social Networks &amp; Trust</td>
<td>Belonging/Connectedness; Control of Destiny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAKLAND, CA</td>
<td>and 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin Clubhouse</td>
<td>Focus 1</td>
<td>Social Networks &amp; Trust; Living Wages &amp; Local Wealth</td>
<td>Belonging/Connectedness; Control of Destiny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUSTIN, TX</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baylor Scott &amp; White Health and</td>
<td>Focus 3</td>
<td>Social Networks &amp; Trust</td>
<td>Belonging/Connectedness; Control of Destiny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wellness Center</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DALLAS, TX</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Women of East Africa</td>
<td>Focus 3</td>
<td>Social Networks &amp; Trust; Participation &amp; Willingness to Act for the Common Good; Norms &amp; Culture; Living Wages &amp; Local Wealth</td>
<td>Hope/Aspiration; Safety; Belonging/Connectedness; Trust; Dignity; Control of Destiny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAN DIEGO, CA</td>
<td>and 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kokua Kalihi Valley</td>
<td>Focus 4</td>
<td>Social Networks &amp; Trust; Participation &amp; Willingness to Act for the Common Good; Norms &amp; Culture; Arts &amp; Cultural Expression</td>
<td>Hope/Aspiration; Belonging/Connectedness; Dignity; Control of Destiny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HONOLULU, HI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska Association of Local Health</td>
<td>Focus 1</td>
<td>Social Networks &amp; Trust; Norms &amp; Culture</td>
<td>Belonging/Connectedness; Trust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>and 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINCOLN, NE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver Central Library</td>
<td>Focus 1</td>
<td>Social Networks &amp; Trust; Look; Feel &amp; Safety</td>
<td>Safety; Belonging/Connectedness; Control of Destiny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DENVER, CO</td>
<td>and 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CASE STUDY

Redeveloping Trust in the Community

BRIDGE Housing, San Francisco, CA

BRIDGE Housing is a non-profit committed to ensuring that public housing residents live in high-quality buildings that meet the same standards for design and safety that residents in market-rate housing enjoy. When BRIDGE was recruited and hired to redevelop the Potrero Terrace and Annex development in San Francisco, they noticed the development suffered from years of physical neglect. A first priority was to rehab the buildings to high design and safety standards, and provide current residents with substitute housing at subsidized rates during the redevelopment. BRIDGE quickly perceived that the historical practices of public housing in the United States, along with the practices of other government and private sectors, had caused a lack of trust between residents and the housing developer. The organization’s Trauma-Informed Community Building (TICB) model emerged from the need to acknowledge and address the trauma that public housing residents had experienced due to concentrated poverty, violence, low levels of education, and structural racism and isolation. More broadly, the TICB model addresses challenges to traditional community building by considering residents’ emotional needs and recognizing the impact of pervasive trauma on a community.

In working with residents of the Potrero Terrace and Annex public housing complex, BRIDGE began to engage them in a way that felt comfortable to them. By holding activities in neutral territories, and ensuring that staff were consistent, BRIDGE created localized “Zones of Safety,” which helped to promote cohesion and connectedness among residents. As a result of participating in TICB activities, BRIDGE residents have improved health and safety outcomes, including reduced depression, improved self-esteem, greater feelings of happiness and relaxation, increased physical activity, a healthier diet, and maintenance of a healthy weight. Residents also reported that they felt a sense of safety while participating in the activities, even if the immediate surroundings were unsafe.

“You meet a lot of different people from different races that live up here in the community with me that I would never have known if I wouldn’t come to these [BRIDGE Housing] activities. I probably would have seen them but I wouldn’t have known them, but now I know them.”

—Resident, Potrero Terrace and Annex
CASE STUDY

Community-Based “Behavioral Pharmacy”

Open Source Wellness, Oakland, CA

Open Source Wellness is precisely this kind of “behavioral pharmacy,” where basic, trans-diagnostic, mental and physical health behaviors are taught and practiced. Representing the next generation of clinical-community service integration and behavioral medicine, it is a delivery system for the health practices that underlie physical and psychological health and wellbeing—as well as a facilitator of social connection. Open Source Wellness is not a class, or a lecture; it is a community dedicated to wellbeing where members actually cook healthy food, do fun physical movement, and learn stress reduction together. Upon completing a three-month prescription, the community will help participants connect with others in their neighborhood that get together to practice. In fact, peer-led gatherings take place in schools, community centers, and even in clinics—and the whole family is welcome to join.

The core programming consists of movement for all fitness levels, basic mindfulness and stress reduction, nutritious family-style meals (plant-based), and social support. Building connections and community is paramount, and the program is largely facilitated by peer leaders. Open Source Wellness was founded in Oakland, and currently operates in three locations, refining models based in clinical settings, low-income housing communities, and open-access community settings. Participants become engaged in Open Source Wellness via referrals (prescriptions) from physicians, social service providers, housing, and other community organizations, along with recommendations from friends and family. The explicit aims of Open Source Wellness are to support sustained health behavior change, foster meaningful social connection and belonging, and offset substantial downstream medical costs via community-based generation of protective factors that are upstream from health.

“When a doctor informs a patient that she has a chronic disease, such as cardiac disease, diabetes, or depression, instead of saying, ‘Eat better, move more; here’s a handout, and good luck!’ the physician can say, ‘I’ve written you a different kind of prescription.’ I think of it as a Behavioral Pharmacy.”

—Elizabeth Markle, Open Source Wellness cofounder
CASE STUDY

Meaningful Work and Meaningful Relationships

Austin Clubhouse, Austin, TX

The Austin Clubhouse is a psychosocial rehabilitation program for adults with a background of mental illness, designed to address quality-of-life issues such as engaging in meaningful work and meaningful relationships. Many adults with chronic mental illness are often chronically unemployed. Working side-by-side with Clubhouse staff, members learn vital job and social skills by implementing an eight-hour work day, and by normalizing daily routines and activities focused on vocational, social, and whole health experiences.

The Clubhouse plays a vital role, as expressed by Sheila Gray, parent of an Austin Clubhouse member, “It breaks my heart every day when I hear and see how my son with schizophrenia is treated in this world. For him to know that he has a place to go where he will be respected and treated kindly is a wonderful thing. To also know he will be receiving help to navigate his way in the world is nothing short of a blessing.” The Clubhouse provides work-like daily routines that give members a safe place to be during the day to reduce social isolation, as well as facilitate connection to opportunities to return to paid employment and access education opportunities. The Clubhouse model impacts an entire community by supporting reentry into the paid workforce through partnerships with local businesses.

"After two ‘lost’ decades, I am finally moving in a positive direction towards health, happiness, and employment.”

—Clubhouse member, now employed
CASE STUDY

True “Whole Person” Wellness in the Community

Baylor Scott & White Health and Wellness Center, Dallas, TX

“Everything changed two years ago when I walked into DHWI without knowing that I was walking into a center that would be a life changer. ... [e]ven if it’s a very little change, it’s a change that will have a positive impact on how you see your future life.”

—L. Gutierrez

Guided by community wisdom from their Community and Ministerial Advisory Boards, the Baylor Scott & White Health and Wellness Center at Juanita J. Craft Recreation Center was founded as the Diabetes Health and Wellness Institute (DHWI) in 2010 in response to South Dallas’ gaps in access to care, high rates of type II diabetes, and to provide a safe space for the community. The newly rebranded Baylor Scott & White Health and Wellness Center is a place for members of the South Dallas community to connect with each other and access high quality and timely healthcare services, including receiving diabetes education and treatment, engaging in group activities, receiving social support, and participating in community-based research for a wide range of chronic diseases.

Advisory board members feel strongly that this work fulfills an important responsibility. As Revered Lelious Johnson, President of the Ministry Advisory Board puts it, “We must do all we can to point our members to places and programs that promote wellness. We have a sacred duty to lead them to be proactive in the care of these temples that they have been entrusted with from God. DHWI is providing many programs that we can take advantage of that will help each of us.” In an effort to improve access to healthy and affordable foods in a community plagued by food deserts, the Health and Wellness Center sponsors weekly farmers’ markets at the Craft Recreation Center, at three of its 22 partner churches, and at three local Dallas Recreation Centers. With efforts that address physical health, mental health, and mental well-being, The Health and Wellness Center supports the individual, family, and community with a whole-person wellness approach.
CASE STUDY

Supporting Young East African Men in Leading Community Solutions

United Women of East Africa, San Diego, CA

Refugees who have experienced traumatic events in East Africa often face challenges when they arrive in the U.S., including lack of educational and economic opportunities, unsafe living conditions, and isolation. Further compounding these problems are stigma in the East African community around mental health and the challenges of transitioning to a different culture. This affects the entire community, but has a unique impact on men. Young men, in particular, face issues such as substance abuse, suicide, and high rates of incarceration. Realizing this critical situation, United Women of East Africa (UWEAST), an organization originally dedicated to building a support system for East African women refugees, has helped create space for young men in the community to build a mental health support system with, by, and for young men.

UWEAST and other partners in San Diego are working with a core group of young men and boys, ages 16–25, who are developing their leadership skills to improve conditions in the City Heights neighborhood, where roughly 10,000 East Africans live, shop, and pray. This includes projects to improve the community environment by advocating decreasing the number of hookah lounges in the neighborhood and raising awareness about the harmfulness of tobacco through a youth-led messaging campaign. The goal is to have a new generation of youth who are actively invested and are a go-to resource in their communities. To support these emerging community leaders, and in response to the young men’s request for a safe place of support and opportunity, the coalition is working alongside the youth to develop a peer-led, culturally literate, and responsive behavioral health and psychosocial wellness hub. This community resource, responsive to the young men’s unique needs, is a place of safety where youth can connect with one another. The effort also incorporates career and educational coaching, job training, and skill-building, as well as referrals to faith-based and culturally competent supports and services. For the young men, designing these community solutions and then putting them into action has been a source of hope and healing—demonstrating their collective power to affect change and improve conditions within the community.

“What we are trying to do is... to create resiliency, leadership amongst our young men so that their work and their level of activity can reflect on the next generation that is to be in this environment. We are creating a culturally competent center, a centralized hub that will provide an opportunity for parents, young men and women, to be the center where they can find the solution.”

—Jama Mohamed, UWEAST
CASE STUDY

Advancing Men’s Mental Wellbeing through Culturally Grounded Youth Development

Kokua Kalihi Valley, Honolulu, HI

Kokua Kalihi Valley (KKV), a Federally Qualified Health Center that serves the diverse residents of Kalihi Valley on Honolulu, is addressing the mental health and wellbeing of men and boys through the creation of a youth leadership development program. The program, called the Nakem Leadership Institute, affirms young people while bridging them to cultural practitioners who expand on their cultural wealth. Among working class immigrant and indigenous Hawaiian, Asian, and Pacific Islander families of Kalihi, cultural traditions and values have been fragmented by colonization, economic exploitation, and the loss of ancestral homelands. Kalihi men struggle to hold onto a sense of identity, purpose, and power within the current social environment.

Building off of a series of culture circles that incorporate the traditional talk-story format of island cultures, the Institute trains young people in popular education methodology. Not only do they learn who they are in relation to the world they live in—creating a sense of dignity and belonging—but they create spaces for other young people to experience that world in which they live. During nine months of fellowship in the program, participants gain knowledge of community history, power structures, cultural strengths, and mental health needs, and practice skills such as facilitation, power analysis, and community organizing, all of which are needed to address issues underlying mental wellbeing in Kalihi and Hawaii.

Kalihi fellowship recipients rotate through “community learning sites” as an opportunity to explore various employment sectors, and to better understand how mental health is rooted in land, body, and language. In discovering their interests, fellows become navigators and resource persons who positively impact their communities through their own unique aspirations. The project is nested within KVIBE, Kalihi’s local bicycle exchange, which is a natural gathering place where multiple generations of boys and young men come together to socialize and repair bikes. The young people in the bike shop have catalyzed improvements to the neighborhood’s physical environment, having successfully advocated for the installation of a bike lane on a road that was formerly unsafe to ride. By nurturing young leadership, civic engagement, and healing connections within the community, the Institute improves health in Kalihi, while also inspiring and empowering the next generation of leaders and advocates embedded in the community.

“When... our teams talk about indigenous and indigeneity we’re talking about a whole world view, complicated and complex and beautiful, a map for many of our communities who had their map replaced by another map, and so when we’re talking about indigenous and cultural practices we’re necessarily talking about a world view and whole cosmology in which our young people and our communities can locate themselves.”

—Jeffrey Tangonan Acido, KKV
For military families, mental or emotional crises can arise well after deployment. Yet more often than not, these families are invisible to the wider community and challenged to find connection and support, especially in the rural and frontier areas that make up much of the state of Nebraska. The Nebraska Association of Local Health Directors, together with 16 local health departments (LHDs) and the Nebraska Veteran Task Force, is supporting the wellbeing of veterans and their families in rural communities across the state by better connecting veterans to resources and to each other, growing deeper social connectedness within the veteran community, and building trust and rapport with providers and available peer support.

The coalition is creating and resourcing LHDs as hubs of connection and support for veterans and their families; formalizing a methodology for LHDs and partners to assess and maintain their Military Cultural Competence; and assuring that on a day-to-day basis, they are growing communities where military families can thrive. Their approach includes peer-to-peer networks at the community level, as well as state and local task forces for ongoing collaboration among a variety of stakeholders to shift the public consciousness and achieve communitywide preparedness to recognize the culture, assets, and needs of veterans and their families.

As part of a “Veterans in All Policies” effort, the coalition educates state- and local-level policy makers and service providers to increase the recognition of veteran and veteran family issues (especially in rural areas), building awareness of how determinants of health impact the wellbeing of this population. Through legislative events at the state capital, engagement of school administrators, school boards and the Department of Education, and provision of regular and targeted Community No Wrong Door training, they are building numerous touchpoints for veteran families to successfully connect and receive assistance for challenges such as social isolation, housing instability, and under-employment. The partnership’s comprehensive strategies support the development of a broader paradigm of how returning veterans are supported—by each other and by their communities—as parents, spouses, grandparents, and community members.

“How does a nation develop communities of care that maximize resilience and minimize the health risks that military children and their families face?... [We must] develop a public health approach that harnesses the strengths of the communities that surround them.”

—from Building Communities of Care for Military Children and Families (Kudler and Porter, 2013)
CASE STUDY

Leveraging Libraries to Connect to Care

Denver Public Library, Denver, CO

As rents and housing costs continue to increase, the city of Denver has seen an influx of people living on the streets, which has created an all-too-familiar problem for cities across the country: how to provide people with the services they need in a responsive way. Denver decided to tackle the problem with an innovative model that employs peer specialists to reach out to those experiencing chronic homelessness where they gather and feel safe—the Denver Central Library.

The city has deployed teams of peer specialists with lived experience with mental illness and substance misuse to connect with this vulnerable population at the Denver Central Library. The specialists link folks to vital services, including health coverage, transportation to doctor appointments, and affordable or temporary housing. Peer specialists work with licensed social workers to provide counseling, ensure patients are taking prescribed medications, and prevent them from cycling through emergency rooms.

By employing peer specialists at the Denver Central Library, the city is establishing a place of safety and connectedness for people who lack access to traditional medical care, while also providing an opportunity for those recovering from mental illness or substance use problems to take control of their destiny, be role models, and contribute to society.

“Peers have created a safe place for people at the library. They don’t have to worry about getting harassed or being arrested. They know they can come in and talk about an issue and the peers can help connect them to things.”

—Amanda Kearney-Smith, Peer Specialist, Colorado Mental Wellness Network
Mental and emotional challenges take a deep toll on families and communities, and are of grave concern to our health as a nation. We hope the content of this paper will stimulate dialogue, new strategies, and intentional action. The paper seeks to respond to the challenges faced by the sectors most accountable for health in our communities—including healthcare, public health, and behavioral/mental health—and to point towards critical roles for other sectors, including housing, economic development, business, law enforcement, and criminal justice. Mental health is a thread that runs through all human experience, and therefore justifies a heightened investment in preventing or ameliorating issues like:

- Adverse childhood experiences and trauma, which drive poor health.
- Loneliness and social isolation among many populations, including seniors, people with disabilities, and those in remote areas or unsafe urban communities, all of which contribute to poor mental and physical health outcomes.
- Mental and physical health impacts of lifelong stressors that drive health inequities for people of color, Native American communities, people living in poverty, immigrants, the LGBTQ community, and others groups facing institutionalized bias and discrimination.
- Mental health issues that co-occur with physical illness, including among medically complex patients, who are some of the highest consumers of healthcare services.
- The “sea of despair” that manifests in depression, suicide, and emotional coping through addiction.182
Strategies for Fostering Mental Wellbeing: A Starting Point

It is time to expand the mental health paradigm to advance community wellbeing. We seek to share the approach provided here and explore with mental health and community leaders how to best integrate and engender it in institutions and communities across the country. We must widen our path from acknowledging and counting problems and fostering individual solutions at best, to incorporating community-wide efforts. Building on the concepts of the mental health prevention pioneers, the reports from IOM (now known as the National Academy of Medicine), and WHO, effective community mental health strategy requires working across sectors and at multiple levels. Primary prevention strategies focus on an outcome across an entire population in a community, (e.g., tobacco prevention and control), and zero in on multiple influences across multiple sectors in the environment that impact behavior. We offer potential strategies as a starting point for contemplating next steps to foster community-level prevention approaches that advance mental wellbeing. These are organized along the Spectrum of Prevention (Figure 7). The Spectrum of Prevention provides a multifaceted framework for furthering upstream, community-level, primary prevention strategies to shift norms and practices towards those that advance community wellbeing.

The Spectrum of Prevention

- Influencing **Policy & Legislation**
- Changing **Organizational Practices**
- Fostering **Coalitions & Networks**
- Educating **Providers**
- Promoting **Community Education**
- Strengthening **Individual Knowledge & Skills**
Influencing Policy & Legislation

Explore opportunities to incorporate community prevention strategies into existing mental health regulations and policy.

Brief policymakers on the potential financial and social gains (spanning multiple sectors) of broadening mental health strategy to include a focus on community determinants and Pillars.

Establish and focus funding streams to catalyze community mental health innovation with priority funding to communities grappling with impacts of bias and discrimination.

Changing Organizational Practices

Engage community institutions including healthcare, education, business, housing and development, and others in reflecting community mental health priorities in their anchor institution roles such as hiring (e.g., hire and support the formerly incarcerated), purchasing, being a responsible neighbor, and advocating for public policies to improve community conditions impacting mental and physical health.

Consider impacts of institutional decisions and policies on wellbeing. **Promote widespread adoption of organizational principles and practices for social inclusion:** dismantle structural and interpersonal bias and discrimination and foster positive norms within institutions for people of all races, gender identities, religions, classes, abilities, sexual orientation, body size, or other perceptions of difference.

Refine healthcare delivery to take into account the interrelationship between the physical and emotional needs of patients and to expand their institutional role to support improvements in community conditions driving mental health challenges. (See Figure 8)

Develop community-wide indicators based on the community determinants and Pillars to incorporate into community health assessments by hospitals, public health, community development, and other community planning efforts.

Evolve medical, public health, and behavioral health training to strengthen multi-disciplinary experiences and skills in working across sectors to assure a workforce prepared to advance comprehensive collaborative approaches.
Fostering Coalitions & Networks

Convene philanthropies to discuss collaborative efforts to advance community-wide mental health opportunities, including supporting the development of a body of evidence-based, gender-responsive, community-wide interventions.\textsuperscript{184}

Convene thought leaders to explore the Pillars—the social/emotional underpinnings of wellbeing. Develop common language, delineate the implications, and identify strategies that advance those elements.

Convene mental and behavioral health practitioners to discuss implications and opportunities to advance community prevention as a complement to treatment and early intervention strategies.

Engage community leaders in collaborations with the multiple sectors (including health, education, criminal justice, law enforcement, business, housing, and economic development) that most influence and are affected by mental health to explore strategies that advance community wellbeing.

Educating Providers

Build capacity in the mental health, behavioral health, healthcare and public health fields to understand the intersection between mental and physical health and to undertake joint efforts to implement community-level prevention strategy that collectively advances mental and physical health.

Educate healthcare leadership, practitioners, and payers on the mental health elements of illness and injury and on the opportunity to advance prevention and healing by focusing on mind and body simultaneously.

Enrich peer networks with upstream community prevention knowledge and leverage their lived experience to serve as catalysts to advance improvements within community factors that impact mental health and wellbeing. Establish a community of practice and develop a leadership cadre for the peer networks.
Promoting Community Education

Educate the general public about the interrelationship between physical and emotional health and foster understanding that the same kinds of conditions that advance physical health are also important for mental wellbeing (e.g., housing, safety, parks); describe the interrelationship among key social concerns including adverse childhood experiences, trauma, and diseases of despair, and the common solutions of fostering resilience and improved community conditions.

Conduct communications campaigns to reduce stigma and bias against mental health challenges and to reveal their damage; conduct a media campaign to emphasize the healing power of caring and social support, drawing on earlier models such as “friends can be good medicine.”

Promote widespread understanding of the intersectionality of different forms of discrimination and institutionalized bias on the basis of race, gender identity, religion, class, ability, sexual orientation, nationality, body size, or other perceptions of difference. Advance understanding of the related inequities in community conditions that have huge negative mental health impacts and take proactive steps to reverse bias and support those harmed by it.

Strengthening Individual Knowledge & Skills

Expand access and referrals for people facing mental and/or physical health challenges and their families to support groups that build coping skills and foster self-esteem.

Establish programs to strengthen coping skills (e.g., promote skills for communication and expression or for meditation and mindfulness in schools).

Build skills among community members to be able to advocate for policies, investments, and action that change community conditions to advance mental health and wellbeing.
**Multisector Strategies and Healthcare’s Role**

Numerous sectors have important roles to play as well as benefits to gain from advancing community approaches to mental health and wellbeing. For example, investments in safe and affordable housing clearly emerge as essential for mental health and wellbeing for all. Economic development fosters employment opportunities and thriving community businesses that create local wealth and assets and reduce mental health challenges associated with financial strain. Both housing and economic development sectors serve as important anchors for all residents, particularly vulnerable residents living with non-optimal health and wellbeing. Among individuals living with mental illness and substance abuse, engagement with law enforcement and criminal justice sectors continues to be a growing problem. Engaging these two sectors in community approaches will allow them to focus on critical community safety issues and reduce needless suffering incurred from people cycling in and out of the correctional system. These sectors are more likely to be strong, proactive, responsive, and successful when all residents in a community are thriving with optimal health and wellbeing.

Healthcare is one sector that has a particular interest in advancing community approaches to mental health and wellbeing. While psychiatry is most often associated with the treatment of mental illness, primary care providers often serve as the first point of contact with the healthcare system for physical and mental/emotional conditions and provide long-term coordinated care for individuals, families, and communities. Primary care’s role within the healthcare system makes it a critical partner for advancing community strategies. Primary care not only has been associated with enhanced access to care, better health outcomes, and decreased emergency department visits and hospitalizations, but also with meeting the needs of vulnerable groups and reducing disparities.185

The healthcare strategies on the next page (See Figure 8) serve both to delineate starting strategies for exploration and as an example of how to analyze the contributions a specific sector can make. As described earlier, beyond healthcare challenges in ensuring mental health service parity and quality of treatment, healthcare has an important role in improving population health for those with mental health conditions and for those facing the emotional impact that comes with physical health concerns.
Sample Activities

- **Share** data analytics and staff insight on patients’ priority mental health challenges, including the emotional challenges of physical health conditions, with community partners, especially public health, housing, economic development, urban planning, and criminal justice/law enforcement. Also share with these partners observations about the community determinants that are shaping and/or exacerbating these concerns.

- **Consider** organizational and practice changes that encourage discussion with patients and their families on the mental/emotional impacts of newly diagnosed health problems and the family and community assets available that help them cope and manage these emotions.

- **Identify opportunities to serve** as a credible “health expert” voice in community, media, and policy settings to advocate for community improvements to support mental health and health such as safe parks and greenspace, affordable supportive housing, and living-wage jobs.

- **Participate** in or convene multi-sectoral partnerships that include community residents to advance community priorities related to mental health and community wellbeing; engage other health/behavioral systems, providers, payers, housing, economic development, and other sectors.

- **Provide** financial and human capital investments, including community benefit, to strengthen community conditions that impact mental health and wellbeing.

- **Establish** an advisory committee of patients and family members with mental/emotional health perspectives to provide advice to the healthcare organization on decisions spanning from patient care to community investments.

- **Activate** patients as spokespeople and advocates for community changes to advance mental wellbeing.

- **Ensure** the community health needs assessment process incorporates mental health and community determinants indicators.

- **Design** infrastructure, facilities, and patient care to support emotional and mental wellbeing; provide safe/accessible spaces for external organizations and groups through shared use agreements.

- **Engage** in equitable employment and hiring practices, including individuals with mental health diagnoses and formerly incarcerated individuals; provide living wages, safe working conditions, benefits and career ladders for staff at all levels.

- **Employ** procurement practices that support locally owned businesses and support businesses that employ individuals with mental health challenges.

- **Serve** as role model to broader business community as an anchor institution and activate business partnerships to fund and sustain initiatives that advance population-wide mental wellbeing.
Healthcare can both directly make a valuable contribution to community strategies and, using its ties, credibility and clout, can engage and support community members and other sectors in having this impact. Further, as healthcare organizations across the country are beginning to explore strategies tied to ‘anchor institution’ roles (recognizing its power beyond service delivery as a major business leader in many communities e.g., employer, purchaser, land developer), these roles and partnerships can add to effective community impact to improve population-wide mental health and wellbeing.

State Opportunities: California

States can take action to transform the nation’s approach to mental health. This must build upon, complement and further push national initiatives from leadership groups like SAMHSA, National Institute of Mental Health, and Center for Medicare and Medicaid Innovation. While it is at the community level where change must ultimately reside, a state’s decisions can further local effectiveness. We offer California-specific examples here (which other states can consider, based on their own contexts). California has often been one of the states at the forefront of innovations in mental health. In recent years, state-sponsored innovation has primarily occurred in the realms of mental health treatment and early intervention. These activities have helped foster public and policymaker support for taking action to advance mental health. The stage is set to leverage these current efforts to move toward stronger impact by incorporating community-level action to strengthen community determinants and Pillars that advance mental wellbeing. The next step is to explore the status of these efforts with their leadership and partners, and to consider the ways they might better incorporate such an approach. Examples of California initiatives with potential for further innovation related to community prevention include:

- The Mental Health Services Act (MHSA) of 2004, a voter-approved ballot initiative, reflects public endorsement of the importance of mental health and prevention. MHSA was designed to expand and transform California’s county mental health systems, creating a local-level approach that could better meet the mental illness needs of each community. The goal of the MHSA is to provide better coordinated and more comprehensive care to the states’ seriously mentally ill population, with specific funding earmarked for children’s mental health, setting aside 20% of funds to support prevention
and early intervention. According to Gail Bataille, a long-term county mental health director, through the efforts of advocates, the MHSA “created the first major investment in prevention since the 1980’s. This initial investment has encouraged county mental health to engage in population-level prevention and early intervention. Administered by the California Mental Health Services Authority (CalMHSA), MHSA allowed every county in California to build relationships with school and community partners and provided small grants to community-based organizations to address local needs. The extent of significant prevention progress and the potential for further progress needs to be assessed. Beginning in 2011, CalMHSA implemented a set of local and statewide prevention and early intervention initiatives aimed at reducing mental health stigma and discrimination, preventing suicide, and improving student mental health. An evaluation by RAND found that after exposure to education and training activities more Californians said they were willing to socially engage with neighbors or coworkers with mental health challenges and reported being more confident in intervening with those at risk for suicide. Through this act, the state can explore opportunities to use funds to support counties in complementing service delivery and early intervention strategies with community prevention strategies to improve mental health and wellbeing.

• The No Place Like Home Initiative, passed by the legislature in 2016 and signed into law by Governor Brown, devotes resources from the MHSA to support affordable housing for those living with a serious mental illness—an important recognition of the connection between mental health and a key community determinant. The initiative should share lessons learned with housing development stakeholders to further invest in affordable and safe housing for all.

• California state policy, articulated through Portrait of Promise: The California Statewide Plan to Promote Physical and Mental Health Equity, includes both physical and mental health, and underscores the interrelationship and strategic necessity of paying attention to both physical and mental health to advance health equity. The Office of Health Equity—building on the goals outlined in the report and working with its advisory committee and the Health In All Policies Task Force—is well-poised to facilitate multiple sectors and communities impacted by inequities in order to improve community conditions.
• The Whole Person Care Pilot, launched in 2016, is testing models for coordination of healthcare, social services, and behavioral services for medically complex patients. Whole Person Care sites could cultivate supportive partners and sectors to strengthen outcomes by intentionally investing in community environments.

• The California Accountable Communities for Health Initiative (CACHI) is fostering multi-sector collaboration—including healthcare, public health, community, and local government—to strengthen chronic disease prevention, population health, and violence prevention through attention to five domains ranging from clinical care to environmental change and policy. CACHI sites could explore application of the Pillars and the physical health/mental health connection to enhance impact of these efforts.

Transformation is Possible

The WHO report on Social Determinants of Mental Health states that “Empowerment of individuals and communities is at the heart of action on the social determinants.” This paper aims to stimulate such upstream community action. It is a time of opportunity to reinvigorate a legacy of mental health strategies grounded in community-level primary prevention; to combine this legacy with the emerging knowledge and mounting commitment building nationally; and to take cohesive action. Improving the socio-cultural environment (people), physical/built environment (place), and economic/educational environment (opportunity) of communities is a vital and necessary complement to clinical and social services that are focused on mental health challenges, and aligns well with the Triple Aim.

Intentional collaboration to transform our healthcare and behavioral health systems with communities and purposeful engagement of other sectors to advance mental health will alleviate individual, familial, and community distress and increase population health and wellbeing for all. It’s challenging but not impossible. But as Nelson Mandela said, “It always seems impossible until it is done.”
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